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Four Important Lessons since 2001 



Lesson 1: Banko and Brill, HLT-2001  

•  Confusion set disambiguation task:  
 {you’re | your}, {to | too | two}, {its | it’s} 

•  5 Algorithms: ngram table, winnow, perceptron, 
transformation-based learning, decision trees   

•  Training: 106 → 109 words 
•  Lessons:  

–  All methods improved to 
almost same point  

–  Simple method can end 
above complex one  

–  Don’t waste your time with 
algorithms and optimization  

 
 

You don’t have to be smart,  
you just need enough training data 

 
 



Lesson 2: Och, ACL-2002  

•  Best MT system in world at the time (Arabic→ 
English, by BLEU and NIST, 2002–2005)  

•  Method: learn ngram correspondence patterns 
(alignment templates) using MaxEnt (log-linear 
translation model) and trained to maximize 
BLEU score  

•  Approximately: EBMT + Viterbi search  
•  Lesson: the more you store, the better your MT    
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w1 w2 w3 w4 w5  →  w1 w2 w3 w4 

 
 

You don’t have to be smart,  
you just need enough storage 

 
 



Storage needs  

•  Unigram translation table: bilingual dictionary 
–  200K words each side (2MB if each word is 10 chars) 

•  Bigram translation table (every bigram):  
–  Lexicon: 200K = 218 words  
–  Table entries:  [200K × 200K words + translations]  

 = 4 × 1010 entries  
–  Each entry size = 4 words × 18 bits = 9 bytes  
–  4 × 1010 entries × 9 bytes = 36 × 1010 ≈ 4 × 1011 bytes =  0,4 TB     

(under  $1000 at today’s prices!)  

•  Trigram translation table (every trigram):   
–  1,2 × 105 TB   

•  Better: store only attested ngrams (up to 5? 7? 
9?), fall back to shorter ones when not in table… 
–  Carbonell et al. MT system…all 8grams of English 



Lesson 3: Chiang et al., HLT-2009 

•  11,001 New Features for Statistical MT. David Chiang, Kevin 
Knight, Wei Wang. 2009. Proc. NAACL HLT. Best paper award 

•  Learn MT rules:  NP-C(x0:NPB  PP(IN(of x1:NPB)) ↔  x1 de x0 
•  Several hundred count features of various kinds: reward rules 

seen more often; punish rules that partly overlap; punish rules that 
insert is, the, etc. into English …  

•  10,000 word context features: for each triple (f; e; f+1), feature that 
counts the number of times that f is aligned to e and f+1 occurs to 
the right of f ; and 
similarly for triples 
(f; e; f-1) with f-1 
occurring to the 
left of f . Restrict 
words to the 100 
most frequent in 
training data 
 

 
 

You don’t have to know anything, 
you just need enough features 

 
 



Lesson 4: Fleischman and Hovy, ACL-2003  

•  Text mining: classify locations and people from 
free text into fine-grain classes  
–  Simple appositive IE patterns  
–  2+ mill examples, collapsed into 1 mill instances 

(avg: 2 mentions/instance, 40+ for George W. Bush) 

•  Test: QA on “who is X?”: 
–  100 questions from AskJeeves 
–  System 1: Table of instances  
–  System 2: ISI’s TextMap QA system  
–  Table system scored 25% better   
–  Over half of questions that TextMap got wrong could have 

benefited from information in the concept-instance pairs  
–  This method took 10 seconds, TextMap took ~9 hours  
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You don’t have to reason,  
you just need to collect the 

knowledge beforehand 
 
 



Four lessons  

•  You don’t have to be smart, you just need 
enough training data  

•  You don’t have to be smart, you just need 
enough memory  

•  You don’t have to be smart, you just need 
enough features 

•  You don’t have to be smart, you just need 
to collect the knowledge beforehand 

•  Conclusion: 

— the web has all you need 

— memory gets cheaper  

— computers get faster 

…we are moving to a new world:  
NLP as table lookup 



Implications for (multilingual) NLP 

•  MT: (Except for names), for some n, every ngram you 
want to translate is already on the web — store as much 
as you can, and look up the rest  

•  (CL)IR: Preclassify all docs into a large database — this 
is current web access   

•  IE and factoid-QA: Many (most?) factoids are already 
on the web.  Collect and store everything from the web 
in an Interlingual knowledge base.  Then find answers 
there — the Knowledge Base of Everything (e.g., 
Etizioni’s KnowItAll, Mitchell’s NELL…)  

•  Complex-QA and Summarization: pre-store it all? 
  
 Can you reduce all/most NLP to lookup?   



Can you build a one-step table? 

•  Well…no:   
–  MT in one step  

•  Korean→English (no syntax, no semantics: just the 
translation table) 

–  Semantic analysis in one step 
•  sentence→propositional representation (no syntax, no verb 

frame structure: just the propositions) 
–  QA in one step  

•  question→answer string (no answer type, no passage 
matching: just the answer table)  

•  Our intuition:  
–  Individual steps are too ‘large’  
–  So decompose complex problem into smaller steps, 

and handle each one separately  
•  But…Which steps?  Are they independent?  



NLP is Notation Transformation 



What is NLP, traditionally speaking? 

Most NLP is notation transformation:   
–  (English) sentence → (Chinese) sentence  
–  (English) string → parse tree → case frame  
–  case frame → (English) string  
–  sound waves → text string  
–  long text → short text (Summ and QA) 

…with (often) some information added:  
–  POS, syntactic, semantic, and other labels; brackets   
–  associated documents  

A little NLP is theorizing:  
–  designing the notation model: level and formalism  

Much NLP is engineering:  
–  Selecting and tuning learning performance — (rapid) 

build-evaluate-build cycle  



A hierarchy of transformations  

Direct: simple replacement 

Small changes: demorphing, etc. 

Adding info: POS tags, etc. 

Mid-level changes: syntax 

Adding more: semantic features 

Shallow semantics:  
   frames 

Deep semantics: ? 
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Transformations at abstract 
level: filter, match parts, etc. 

•  Some transforms are 
‘deeper’ than others  

•  Each layer of abstraction 
defines classes/types of 
behavioral regularity  

•  These types solve the 
data sparseness problem  



Layers of interpretation 1 

Sheikh Mohammed, who is also the Defense Minister of the United Arab Emirates, 
announced at the inauguration ceremony “we want to make Dubai a new trading center”  

surface 

PN PN PRO AUX ADV DT PN P DT PN V P DT N N PUN PRO V V PN DT AJ N N PUN  

POS 

syntax 

P1(Sheikh Mohammed)  
P2(who)  
P3(Defense Minister) 
P4(United Arab Emirates) 
P5(inaug. ceremony) 
P6(we) 
P7(Dubai) 
P8(trading center) 

entity 
extraction 



Layers of interpretation 2 

Sheikh Mohammed, who is also the Defense Minister of the United Arab Emirates, 
announced at the inauguration ceremony “we want to make Dubai a new trading center”  

PN PN PRO AUX ADV DT PN P DT PN V P DT N N PUN PRO V V PN DT AJ N N PUN  

surface 
POS 
syntax 

shallow 
semantics 

P0  
act : announce1 
agent : P1(Sheikh Mohammed)  
theme : P9 
time : present 
P9 
act : want3 
agent : P6(we) 
theme : P10  

P10 
act : make8 
theme: P7(Dubai) 
result : P8(center)  

P1(Sheikh Mohammed)  
P2(who)  
P3(Defense Minister) 
P4(United Arab Emirates) 
P5(inaug. ceremony) 
P6(we) 
P7(Dubai) 
P8(trading center) 

instances in 
Instance Base 

word senses 
in Ontology 

frames and case 
roles in Ontology 

coref 
P1(Sheikh Mohammed) = P2(who) 
P2(who) = P3(Defense Minister) 
P4(United Arab Emirates) = P6(we) 



Layers of interpretation 3 

Sheikh Mohammed, who is also the Defense Minister of the United Arab Emirates, 
announced at the inauguration ceremony “we want to make Dubai a new trading center”  

PN PN PRO AUX ADV DT PN P DT PN V P DT N N PUN PRO V V PN DT AJ N N PUN  

surface 
POS 
syntax 

shallow 
semantics 
coref 

P1(Sheikh Mohammed) = P2(who) 
P2(who) = P3(Defense Minister) 
P4(United Arab Emirates) = P6(we) 

P0  
act : announce1 
agent: P1(Sheikh Mohammed)  
theme : P9 
time : present 

P1(Sheikh Mohammed)  
P2(who)  
P3(Defense Minister) 
P4(United Arab Emirates) 
P5(inaug. ceremony) 
P6(we) 
P7(Dubai) 
P8(trading center) 

P9 
act : want3 
agent : P6(we) 
theme : P10  

P10 
act : make8 
theme: P7(Dubai) 
result : P8(center)  

deep(er) 
semantics 

P0  
act : say-act3 
agent: P1(Sheikh)  
theme : P9 
authortime : T1 
eventtime : T2 < T1  

P9 
state : desire1 
experiencer : P1(Sheikh) 
theme : P10  
statetime : T2  

P10 
act : change-state 
theme: P7(Dubai) 
old-state : ? 
new-state : P11 
eventtime : T3 > T2 

P11 
state : essence1 
experiencer: P7(Dubai) 
theme : P8(center) 
statetime : T4 > T3 

Discourse
info struc 

[ Sheikh Mohammed, who is also the Defense Minister ] of the United 
Arab Emirates, [ announced at the inauguration ceremony “we want 
to make Dubai a new trading center” ]   topic 

 (theme) 
rheme 
focus 



Layers of interpretation 4 

Sheikh Mohammed, who is also the Defense Minister of the United Arab Emirates, 
announced at the inauguration ceremony “we want to make Dubai a new trading center”  

PN PN PRO AUX ADV DT PN P DT PN V P DT N N PUN PRO V V PN DT AJ N N PUN  

surface 
POS 
syntax 

shallow 
semantics 
coref 

P1(Sheikh Mohammed) = P2(who) 
P2(who) = P3(Defense Minister) 
P4(United Arab Emirates) = P6(we) 

P0  
act : announce1 
agent: P1(Sheikh Mohammed)  
theme : P9 
time : present 

P1(Sheikh Mohammed)  
P2(who)  
P3(Defense Minister) 
P4(United Arab Emirates) 
P5(inaug. ceremony) 
P6(we) 
P7(Dubai) 
P8(trading center) 

P9 
act : want3 
agent : P6(we) 
theme : P10  

P10 
act : make8 
theme: P7(Dubai) 
result : P8(center)  

info struc [ Sheikh Mohammed, who is also the Defense Minister ] of the United Arab Emirates, 
[ announced at the inauguration ceremony “we want to make Dubai a new trading 
center” ]   

topic 
 (theme) 
rheme 
focus 

deep(er) 
semantics 

P0  
act : say-act3 
agent: P1(Sheikh)  
theme : P9 
authortime : T1 
eventtime : T2 < T1  

P9 
state : desire1 
experiencer : P1(Sheikh) 
theme : P10  
statetime : T2  

P10 
act : change-state 
theme: P7(Dubai) 
old-state : ? 
new-state : P11 
eventtime : T3 > T2 

P11 
state : essence1 
experiencer: P7(Dubai) 
theme : P8(center) 
statetime : T4 > T3 

style 

formality : medium 
complexity : medium-high 
opinion : neutral 

pragmatics author-expertise : expert 
trust-in-author : high 

author : New York Times 
medium : paper-print 
readingtime : T0 > T1 



Shallow and deep semantics 

•  She sold him the book / He bought the book from her  

•  He has a headache / He gets a headache  

•  Though it’s not perfect, democracy is the best system  

(X1 :act Sell  :agent She  :patient (X1a :type Book)  :recip He) 

(X2a :act Transfer  :agent She  :patient (X2c :type Book)  :recip He) 
(X2b :act Transfer  :agent He  :patient (X2d :type Money)  :recip She) 

(X4a :type State  :object (X4c :type Head :owner He)  :state -3) 
(X4b :type StateChange  :object X4c  :fromstate 0  :tostate -3) 

(X4 :type Contrast  :arg1 (X4a …?…)  :arg2 (X4b …?…)) 

(X3a :prop Headache  :patient He)    (…?…)    

Which roles? 

Which symbols? 

How handle comparatives? 

How define states and state changes? 

How handle negation? 

How handle relations? 



More phenomena of semantics 

Somewhat easier 
Bracketing (scope) of predications 
Word sense selection (incl. copula) 
NP structure: genitives, modifiers… 
Concepts: ontology definition  
Concept structure (incl. frames and 

thematic roles) 
Coreference (entities and events) 
Pronoun classification (ref, bound, 

event, generic, other) 
Identification of events 
Temporal relations (incl. discourse 

and aspect) 
Manner relations  
Spatial relations  
Direct quotation and reported speech 

More difficult / ‘deeper’  
Quantifier phrases and numerical 

expressions 
Comparatives 
Coordination 
Information structure (theme/rheme) 
Focus  
Discourse structure  
Other adverbials (epistemic modals, 

evidentials) 
Identification of propositions (modality) 
Pragmatics/speech acts 
Polarity/negation  
Presuppositions 
Metaphors 



Building the layers and their engines 
•  Some layers are well-understood:  

–  Morphology: analyzers essentially 100%  
–  POS: taggers at 96%+  
–  Syntax: parsers at 90%+   
–  Entities: extractors at 65–85%  

•  Some are only now being explored in NLP:  
–  Shallow semantics: no theories, no wide-coverage engines, 

no large-scale corpora   
–  Info structure: probably doable  
–  (Co-)reference: engines at 65% and improving… 
–  Opinion (judgments and beliefs): simple cases  
–  Entailments: starting to learn relevant features…  

•  Some are too advanced for large-scale robust 
processing: engines for deep(er) semantics, discourse 
structure, robust NL generation, dialogue, style…    
   How to get them?    



Brief History of NLP 



Phase 1: Getting started 

The Grand Challenge: MT  
•  Warren Weaver: memorandum, 1946  
•  MT demo: IBM/Georgetown U, 1954 (USAF)  
•  Journal Machine Translation, 1954 … later Computational Linguistics 
•  International MT conferences: 1954, 1956, 1958  

–  at 1958 conference: MT/NLP ↔ IR  
–  Luhn: auto-summaries of papers in one session  

•  Very limited computer space/power: 7 minutes to parse long 
sentence  

•  Tried both statistical and symbolic methods  
•  ALPAC report, 1964  

IR: for the librarians  
•  Intense manual effort to build index structures  
•  Cleverdon: the Cranfield aeronautics text evaluation experiments  

1950–65 



Phase 2: Trying theory  

•  NLP 
–  syntax: Transformational Grammar, then other approaches 
–  lexicon efforts: polysemy, etc.  
–  processing: rather ad hoc, then finite state automata (Woods 

et al.)  

•  IR  
–  lots of work on indexing books and articles   
–  start of vector spaces: Salton at Cornell  
–  system construction: intense manual effort  

•  Speech 
–  units: single words  
–  system construction: intense manual effort to model 

articulatory channel 

•  Pre-computational semantics: Masterman, Ceccato  

1965–75 



Phase 3: Higher ambitions! 

•  NLP 
–  formal and informal semantics: Situation Semantics (Barwise 

and Perry ~77), DRT (Kamp 80); Frames (Minsky 75), 
Semantic Nets (Bobrow and Collins 75), Conceptual 
Dependency etc. (Schank 77–85; Jackendoff 80; Sowa 80s)… 

–  processing: ATNs (e.g., LUNAR, Woods 78)  
•  AI  

–  SHRDLU (Winograd 73) and TALE-SPIN (Meehan 75) 
•  IR  

–  vector spaces firmly established  
–  system construction: automatic, with some tuning 

•  Speech  
–  triumphant introduction of learning methods: HMMs at CMU 

(Baker)  
–  system construction: some learning, and tuning  
–  units: phrases  

1975–85 



Phase 4: Two methodologies  

•  NLP: theoretical side  
–  logical form and well-formed formulas   
–  formal grammars: HPSG, GPSG and all the other PSGs   
–  processing: unification as the Great Answer (Shieber 86)  

•  MT 
–  statistical MT (Brown et al. 90s); the Statistics Wars 

•  NLP: practical side   
–  IE (MUC competitions)  
–  preprocessing, alignment, etc. tools (Church, Brill, etc.)  
–  Penn Treebank and WordNet 

•  IR  
–  TREC competitions (1990–); various tracks  
–  moving to the web 

•  Speech  
–  system construction: learning HMMs (bi-, trigrams) 
–  simple dialogues (ATIS)  
–  DARPA evaluations and systems  

theory- 
driven 

experiment- 
driven 

1985–95 



Phase 5: Statistics ‘wins’  
•  NLP  

–  machine learning of (almost) everything; statistics-based parsing                      
(Collins, Charniak, Hermjakob)  

–  large networks, centers, and corpora of all kinds (ELSNET, Penn Framebank, 
etc.); LREC, EMNLP, and Very Large Corpora conferences   

–  shallow semantics: WordNet 1.6 (Miller, Fellbaum) and the other Nets   
–  practical applications: summarization  

•  IR  
–  mathematical formulation of theories in vector spaces and language models  
–  ever larger scope: web, cross-language IR, rapid classification… 
–  QA  

•  MT  
–  statistical MT tools (Knight et al.) and automated MT evaluation (Papineni et al.)   

•  Speech  
–  mathematical formulation of theories and machine learning of more than just 

HMMs 
–  dialogue: adding some context; linking with NLG and synthesis (Verbmobil, 

DARPA Communicator projects)  
–  toward unlimited vocabulary and noisy backgrounds  

1995–05 



And we are quite lucky… 

 When you build something …even if the 
components are not very good by 
themselves, you can often put them 
together to get something ‘good enough’ 

 Good Applications for Crummy MT (Church & Hovy 91) 

Questions:  
•  Why/when is something ‘good enough’? 
•  What are the applications for ‘good enough’?  
•  How do we get more components to be good 

enough?  How does linguistics help?  



What can NLP do well today? 

•  Surface-level preprocessing (POS tagging,      
word segmentation, NE extraction, etc.): 94%+  

•  Shallow syntactic parsing: 92%+ for English (Charniak, 
Collins, Lin) and deeper analysis (Hermjakob) 

•  IE: ~40% for well-behaved topics (MUC, ACE) 
•  Speech: ~80% large vocab; 20%+ open vocab, noisy 

input  
•  IR: 40% (TREC)  
•  MT: ~70% depending on what you measure  
•  Summarization: ? (~60% for extracts; DUC)  
•  QA: ? (~60% for factoids; TREC) 

90s– 

00s– 

80s– 

80–90s 
80–90s 

80s– 

90–00s 

00s– 

2010– 



What can’t NLP do today? 

•  Do general-purpose text generation  
•  Deliver semantics—either in theory or in practice  
•  Deliver long/complex answers by extracting, merging, 

and summarizing web info  
•  Handle extended dialogues  
•  Read and learn (extend own knowledge)  
•  Use pragmatics (style, emotion, user profile…)  
•  Provide significant contributions to a theory of Language 

(in Linguistics or Neurolinguistics) or of Information (in 
Signal Processing) 

•  etc.… 

2005– 



Where do we go from here? 



Three Styles of Future Work 



NLP from the past until today  
•  ‘Traditional’ (pre-1990s) NLP:  

–  Used Linguistics, Semantics/Logic, and AI to identify transformation steps 
and associated representations  

–  Assumption: The decomposition theory will simplify the problem enough 
to allow a small set of powerful transformation rules to solve the problem 

–  Built each set of transformation rules and the associated engines by hand  
–  Process usually deterministic: provides single best (?) answer, or fails  

     When it works, it’s great, but it (too) often doesn’t work  
     BUT: building the rules is lots of work! 

•  ‘Statistical’ (post-1990s) NLP:  
–  Identified individual tasks and created corpora for machine learning  
–  Assumption: End-to-end NLU is too complex, and for smaller 

transformations, a machine is better at learning thousands of mappings 
–  Tried one-step transformations (e.g., IBM’s word-replacement MT); later, 

started decomposing steps, with slightly different decomposition choices  
–  Process provides multiple (ranked) answers, and seldom completely fails  

     It usually works, but sometimes provides bad results  
     BUT: building the corpus is lots of work!  



NLP tomorrow: Three directions 

NLP 

2. Theory of 
language 
processing 

3. Working 
applications 

1. Practical 
transformation 

procedures  



NLP tomorrow: Your options?  

1.  Implemented transformation procedures: 
The statistical style: typical current NLP 
using machine learning — learn to do the 
transformations from a given corpus   

2.  Theory of language processing: The new 
traditional style: no algorithms or coding.  
Instead, analysis of phenomena, theory 
development, corpus building through 
annotation of phenomena 

3.  Working applications: The practical style: 
using statistical algorithms, build big tables 
for everything.  Do table lookup at run-time  



1. The Implementation Style: 
Machine Learning of 

Transformations 



Popular present-day methodology 

1.  Define challenge problem: input and desired output(s)  
2.  Baselines: try by hand, and build the simplest 

automated baseline system  
3.  Training corpus: find or build 
4.  Build/refine statistical model: define features, define 

combination function(s)  
5.  Apply learning algorithms: Naïve Bayes, C4.5, SVM, 

MaxEnt…; then do bagging, boosting…  
6.  Evaluate  
7.  Repeat from step 3 until you beat the best work so far  
8.  Publish (and maybe put code on your website) 

(…this is what you do today?) 



Characteristics of this methodology  

•  Lots of incremental progress on algorithms  
– Various kinds of learning →  co-training →  

bagging, boosting… 
•  Topic Models →  LSA →  pLSA →  LDA… 

– Every few years there’s a new idea 

•  Eager search for new challenge problems 
that are ‘small enough’  
– Motivate them intuitively — always a problem  
– Build a small corpus  
– Start an evaluation campaign  



The problem with this work  

•  NLP has become a field of 
code monkeys:  
– Excellent problem analyzers  
– Excellent large-scale data 

managers  
– Excellent machine learning 

appliers  
– Conference papers now focus 

on how to do something, 
NOT why it is important or 
why the idea works 

An 
algorithm 
lasts for 3 

years 



A new method for old problems  

•  Most (?) modern Computational Linguistics:  
–  Statistical models for Part-of-Speech tagging, 

wordsense disambiguation, parsing, semantic 
analysis, NL generation, anaphora resolution…  

–  Statistically based MT, IR, summarization, QA, 
Information Extraction, opinion analysis… 

–  Experimenting with learning algorithms  
–  Corpus creation, for learning systems  
–  Automated evaluation studies, for MT (BLEU) 

Summarization (ROUGE, BE)…   



Where next with this style of work? 

•  Already in 2004, EMNLP called for  
“While reporting aggregate percentages remains 
essential, instructive research should also explain a 
model's limitations in more meaningful ways.  This can 
be as simple as categorizing error statistics by finer-
grained types of errors, to reveal specific areas of 
model limitation.  Better yet, we seek deeper insight 
into the models’ inherent representational biases, in 
the form of qualitative theoretical analyses…”  

•  We have to balance the algorithm work with 
a description of why the method works and 
how it supports a larger scale/vision of NLP 



2. The Theoretical Style: 
Analysis, Annotation, and 

Corpora  



Characteristics of this methodology  

•  Identify some language phenomenon  
– Word senses, coreference, time, modality… 

•  Instantiate or develop some theory to 
design the underlying representation 
system  
– Definition of phenomenon 
– Set of options  

•  Annotate corpus  
– Refine definitions and representation  
– Compute agreement  



The problem with this work  

•  Which phenomenon to address?  Why?  
–  Ivory tower: selecting problems ‘just because 

they are interesting’  
•  Annotation is still an art more than a 

science  
–  Workshops: LAW series, etc.  
–  Tutorials: Hovy (ACL-2010), etc.  
–  Books: Wilcock (2009) Introduction to 

Linguistic Annotation and Text Analytics  

•  Absence of recognition:  
–  Hard to publish papers in main conferences 
–  Hard to obtain funding  

A corpus 
lasts for 
30 years 



Annotation process and open questions 
1. Preparation  

–  Choose the corpus  
–  Build the interfaces  

2. Instantiating the theory  
–  Create the annotation choices  
–  Test-run them for stability  

3. Annotation  
–  Annotate  
–  Reconcile among annotators  

4. Validation  
–  Measure inter-annotator agreement  
–  Possibly adjust theory instantiation  

5. Delivery  
–  Wrap the result  

–  Which corpus?  How to 
achieve balance? 

–  Interface design issues  

–  How remain true to 
theory?   

–  How many annotators?  
How much training? 

–  Which procedure?  

–  Which measures?  

–  Which standards? 



Example: Annotating coreference  

•  Task: Annotate when two NPs refer to the 
‘same’ entity  

•  Definition: Coreference is a relation 
holding between two (or more) linguistic 
expressions that refer to the same entity 
in the [real] world. 

•  Problems: Many examples don’t work.  
Annotation shows how to refine definition 



(1) [Firestone]1 chairman John Lampe, on a telephone conference call with reporters this 
afternoon . . . I see the concern in people’s faces. And they’re very apprehensive about 
purchasing [Firestones]2. 

(2) Hoddle does not resign after his opinion about [the disabled] 1.  The Times had 
published some declarations of the English manager in which he said that “[the 
physically and mentally disabled] 2 pay for the sins they committed in a previous life.” 

(3) [A beloved American holiday story] 1 comes to the big screen in [a Universal Pictures 
comic fantasy starring Jim Carey] 2.  Alan Silverman has a look at the first feature film 
adaptation of Dr. Seuss’s How the Grinch Stole Christmas . . . [it] 3’s the whimsical story 
of the Grinch . . .  Director Ron Howard set out to film [the fantasy]4, not as a cartoon, 
but with actors in costumes and settings in the spirit of [the book]5. 

(4) Juan Carlos Ferrero and Francisco Clavet, the two last hopes of Spanish male tennis in 
[the Australian Open] 1, were eliminated today in the third round . . .  Ferrero had 
become one of the revelations of [the tournament] 2 . . . It is his best performance in the 
[Australian Open, where he had never progressed past the second round] 3. 

(5) As the sun rises over [Mt. Popo] 1 tonight, the only hint of the fire storm inside, whiffs of 
smoke . . .  [The fourth largest mountain in North America, nearly 18,000 feet high] 2, 
erupting this week with its most violent outburst in 1,200 years. 

(6) [US] 1 victims of terrorism have been able to sue foreign governments since 1996. But 
under legislation passed this month, many victims will actually get their money. The 
money, at least at first, will come from the US treasury.  [The government] 2 expects to 
get it back from frozen Iranian assets held in [this country]3. 



Annotation experience 

•  Refined the ‘theory’ of coreference:  
–  Refined the definition to include partial coreference  
–  Created a taxonomy of partial coref relations  
–  Created an annotation manual that instantiated this ‘theory’  
–  Tested and refined the manual through rounds of annotation  

•  Each round uncovered problems with relations:  
–  Definitions unclear  
–  Taxonomization not helpful or accurate  
–  Annotators’ memos/comments were useful  

•  Inter-annotator agreement:  
–  Fleiss’s Kappa scores rose from 0.32 to 0.54 to 0.58 overall  
–  Final level is acceptable: Fleiss κ = 0.58 overall (and up to 0.65 

and 0.84 when we leave out one and two outliers respectively  

(Recasens, Hovy, Marti 2010; 2011) 



Refined definition 

•  Traditional definition: Coreference is a relation 
holding between two (or more) linguistic 
expressions that refer to the same entity in the 
[real] world. 

•  Our definition: Coreference is a scalar relation 
holding between two (or more) linguistic 
expressions that refer to discourse entities 
considered to be at the same granularity level 
relevant to the pragmatic purpose. 



Typology of near-identity relations  
Name Subtype Example 
Name metonymy Role My advisor was a complex person.  As a 

professor he was very unpleasant.  But as 
a father he was loving and warm.  He…  

Location The USA (place or government or people) 
Organization Coca Cola (product or company) 
Info realization She hasn’t seen Gone with the Wind, but 

she’s read it. 
Representation Table salt is a white powder.  It is written 

Na+Cl-.  
Incidental meronymy  Part-Whole  The Government…the President… 

Stuff-Object  Alcohol…alcoholic drinks were banned 
Overlap The crowd marched…they burned the flag 

Spatio-temporal Place When the Olympic Games was in Sydney, 
the weather was nice, but when it was in 
Seoul, the weather was foul.  

Time (ditto) 



Example open issues for annotation 

•  Creation of annotation‘feature library’ / inventory:  
–  Which phenomenon to annotate, and which theory for it?  
–  What is a‘balanced’corpus?  
–  Granularity: how‘deeply’ to annotate phenomenon?  

•  Cross-annotator consistency as validation:  
–  Annotators: how to select and train them?  
–  internal consistency: how to avoid ‘annotator drift’?   
–  Procedure: an annotators discuss?  Is there an adjudicator?  
–  Evaluation measures (kappa is not good enough!) 

•  Interface:  
–  Design (human factors studies: priming and asking effects)  

•  Social, political, funding issues:  
–  How do you ensure agreement / complementarity with others?  
–  How do you choose what phenomena to annotate?  



Value of annotation  

•  It creates a corpus for the machine 
learning style of NLP  
– Provides upper bounds for algorithms  

•  It helps drive theory formation in 
linguistics and semantics  
– Validates theoretical claims  



Desiderata  

•  Annotation must be:  
1. Fast  

•  (OntoNotes: 100 examples per half hour)  
2. Accurate/consistent  

•  (OntoNotes: 90% inter-human agreement)   
3. Deep and large enough to be interesting  

•  (OntoNotes: 1M words, ultimately)  

•  Corpus must be:  
1. Properly balanced (genre, domain, and stylistic 

complexity) and randomized  
•  (OntoNotes: Wall Street Journal and broadcast news — 

not properly balanced)  
2. Unencumbered by copyright, etc.  

•  (OntoNotes: obtainable from LDC)  



Components of ‘annotation science’ 

•  What is a balanced corpus?  
–  See (Kilgarriff and Grefenstette, CL 2003) 
–  Corpus linguist  

•  How to design adequate interfaces?  
–  Don’t bias annotators, but maximize speed!  
–  Psych experimenters; Gallup Poll question creators  
–  Interface design specialists  

•  What to annotate?  How ‘deeply’ to instantiate theory?  
–  ? Depends on theory, phenomena, annotators   

•  How to choose annotators and manage annotation?  
–  Annotator choice; annotator rotation; corpus size; etc.  
–  Psych experimenters  

•  How to evaluate results?  
–  Kappa is not good enough!   
–  Corpus Analysis statisticians  



Writing a paper in the new style 

Annotation 
•  Problem  

–  Phenomena annotated   
•  Theory  

–  Relevant theories and prior work  
–  Our theory and its terms, notation, 

and formalism 
•  Corpus and annotation 

–  Corpus selection  
–  Annotation design, tools, and work  

•  Agreements achieved, size, etc.  
•  Conclusion  

–  Distribution, use, etc.  
–  Future work  

Traditional 
•  Problem 

•  Past work 

•  Corpus and training 
algorithm 

•  Evaluation 
•  Distribution 

–  System availability 
–  Future work  

How to write a paper about an annotation effort 
(and make sure it will get accepted at ACL)?  	




3. The Practical Style: 
Large-Scale Applications 



Characteristics of this methodology 

•  Identify applications that people will 
pay for  

•  Method:  
–  Decompose into as few as possible 

transformation steps  
–  Collect massive amounts of data  

•  The main corpus  
•  Background sources like Wikipedia  

–  Store the transformations  
–  Create very fast ‘table lookup’ and 

ranking routines  
•  Adapt according to user behavior  

•  MT phrases 
•  Qs and As 
•  Company 

and person 
profiles 

•  Sentiment 
phrases 

•  etc.  

Some tables 



Early ISI work on collecting facts 

Big goal: learn all (simple) facts automatically  
Simple challenge: collect taxonomic (is-a) 

information for every concept/instance on 
the web:  

apple → fruit;  tiramisu → dessert; Beethoven → 
composer; Honda → car → vehicle …  

 
1. Learned regular expressions  

(Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002, 2004; Feng et al., 2005; Bhagat et al., 
2007)  

2. Syntactic co-occurrence patterns  
(Ravichandran, Pantel, and Hovy 2004, 2005; Pantel and Lin, 

SIGKDD-02; Pantel et al., 2007)  



Shallow patterns for information  

•  Goal: learn relationship data from text   
–  (When was someone born? Where does he live?) 

•  Procedure: automatically learn word-level 
patterns  

 When was Mozart born? 
 “Mozart (1756–1792)…” 
 [ <NAME> ( <BIRTHYEAR> – <DEATHYEAR> ) ] 

•  Use simple technique: 

•  Evaluation: test in TREC QA competition  

Processing level 15 GB 
corpus 1 TB corpus 

POS tagger 2 days 125 days 

NP chunker 3 days 214 days  

Dependency parse 56 days 10.2 years  

Syntactic parse 5.8 years  388.4 years  



Learning extraction patterns from web 

•  Prepare:  
–  Select starting example(s): Q term (Mozart) and A term (1756) 

•  Collect data:  
–  Submit Q and A terms as queries to Altavista 
–  Download top 1000 web documents  

•  Preprocess:  
–  Apply a sentence breaker to the documents  
–  Retain only sentences with both Q and A terms  
–  Pass sentences through suffix tree constructor  

•  Select and create patterns: 
–  Filter each phrase in the suffix tree to retain only those phrases 

that contain both Q and A terms   
–  Replace Q term by “<NAME>” and A term by “<ANSWER>”   



Some results (from TREC test) 

BIRTHYEAR: 
1.0  <NAME> (<ANS> — 
0.85  <NAME> was born on <ANS> 
0.6  <NAME> was born in <ANS>  
… 
DEFINITION: 
1.0  <NAME> and related <ANS>s 
1.0  <ANS> (<NAME>,  
0.9  as <NAME> , <ANS> and 
… 
LOCATION: 
1.0  <ANS>’s <NAME> .  
1.0  regional : <ANS> : <NAME>  
0.9  the <NAME> in <ANS> ,  
… 

Testing (TREC-10 questions)  
Question  Num  TREC  Web 
  type    Qs  MRR  MRR 
BIRTHYEAR     8  0.479  0.688 
INVENTOR     6  0.167  0.583 
DISCOVERER     4  0.125  0.875 
DEFINITION  102  0.345  0.386 
WHY-FAMOUS     3  0.667  0.0 
LOCATION   16  0.75  0.864 



Regular expressions   

•  Process: learn regular expression patterns  
Surface Babe Ruth was born in Baltimore , on February 6 , 1895
NE Tags <NAME> <LOCATION> <DATE>

Part of Speech NNP NNP VBD VBN IN NNP , IN NNP CD

Surface George Herman "Babe" Ruth was born here in 1895
NE Tags <NAME> <DATE>

Part of Speech NNP NNP NNP NNP VBD VBN RB IN CD

<NAME>	

“was born”	

<?>	

_IN	

<DATE>	


•  Complexity: O(y2), for max string 
length y 

•  Results: over 2 million instances 
from 15GB corpus  

•  Beat our TextMap system in QA 
test: 10 seconds ~ 9 hours 

Performance on a Question 
Answering Task

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

Partial Correct Incorrect

%
 C

or
re

ct

State of the Art System Extraction System



Current large-scale knowledge usage 

•  Knowledge harvesting: KnowItAll 
(Etzioni), WebFountain (IBM), YAGO 
(Suchanek et al.), NELL (Mitchell et al.)  

•  Phrase harvesting: Google Translate 
(Och)  

•  User tech support / FAQs  
•  Person databases, organization 

databases… 



Pantel and Lin: Clustering By Committee 

•  Very accurate new clustering procedure CBC: 
–  Define syntactic/POS patterns as features (N-N; N-subj-V) 
–  Parse corpus using MINIPAR (D. Lin) 
–  Cluster, using MI on features:  

    (e=word, f=pattern) 

–  Find cluster centroids (using strict criteria): committee 
–  For non-centroid words, match their pattern features to 

committee’s; if match, include in cluster, remove features  
–  If word has remaining features, try to include in other 

clusters as well — handle ambiguity  
•  Find name for clusters (superconcepts):  

–  Word shared in apposition, nominal-subj, etc. templates   
•  Complexity: O(n2k) for n words in corpus, k features 



www.isi.edu/~pantel/Content/Demos/demosCBC.html	




 Learned 120K 
concepts, of 
which 57K 
could derive 
own 
grammatical 
templates, and 
135K words, of 
which 49K 
gave templates  



OMEGA::Lincoln 

-V:obj:N 1869 times: 
•  {V1662 offer, provide, make} 156,  have 108, {V1650 go, take, fly} 51,  

sell 45,  {V1754 become, remain, seem} 34,  …  give 24,  {V1647 oppose, 
reject, support} 24,  buy 21,  {V1653 allocate, earmark, owe} 21,  win 20 
… 

-N:conj:N 536 times: 
•  {N719 Toyota, Nissan, BMW} 65,  {N257 Cadillac, Buick, Lexus} 59,  

{N549 Philadelphia, Seattle, Chicago} 41,  American Continental 20,  
Cadillacs 11, … 

-V:by:N 50 times:  
•  {V1662 offer, provide, make} 12,  own 5,  hire 4, target 4,  write 3,  buy 2, 

… 

Grammatical templates	




Comparing clustering and surface patterns 

•  Precision: took random 50 words, each with possible 
superconcepts (top 3 of system); added top 3 from 
WordNet, 1 human superconcept.  Used 2 judges 
(Kappa=0.78–0.85)  

•  Recall:  Rel. Recall  =  RecallPatt / RecallCo-occ  =  CP / CC 
•  TREC-03 def’ns: Patt up to 52%; Co-Occ up to 44% MRR 

Pattern System Co-occurrence System 

Training Prec Top-3 MRR Prec Top-3 MRR 

1.5MB 56.6% 60.0% 60.0% 12.4% 20.0% 15.2% 

15MB 57.3% 63.0% 61.0% 23.2% 50.0% 37.3% 

150MB 50.7% 56.0% 55.0% 60.6% 78.0% 73.2% 

1.5GB 52.6% 51.0% 51.0% 69.7% 93.0% 85.8% 

15GB 61.8% 69.0% 67.5% 78.7% 92.0% 86.2% 

150GB 67.8% 67.0% 65.0% Too large to process 

Precision (correct+partial) 
Relative Recall 



The problem with this style of work 

•  Does not try to predict the product from 
generalizations (which is why it’s less ‘exciting’ 
and more like ‘cheating’)  

•  Suffers from NLP’s 80–20 Law: “Linear 
Expectation but Non-linear Frustration” — the 
first bite of the fruit is rich and juicy, but pretty 
soon you have to suck really hard and still get 
almost nothing (quote from Keh-Yi Su, Taiwan) 

•  Data sparsity can be overcome by theory and 
generative procedures, but need the theory… 



Conclusion 



The three approaches  
•  Theory creation (and testing?) by corpus annotation  

–  Old assumption: process is deterministic; rules exactly generate desired 
product  

–  New assumption: as long as annotator consistency can be achieved, 
there is systematicity, and systems will learn to find it  

–  Manually identify generalizations (= equivalence classes of entities) to 
obtain expressive generality/power — theory/ontology 

•  Statistics-based machine learning NLP transformation algorithms 
–  Assumption: process is (somewhat) nondeterministic  
–  Use probabilities to predict desired product(s)  
–  Either identify equivalence classes manually or try to learn them 

probabilistically, so as to extend coverage of probability tables   

•  Table lookup 
–  Does not try to predict the product from generalizations (which is why 

it’s less‘exciting’ and more like ‘cheating’)  
–  Suffers from NLP’s 80-20 Law: “Linear Expectation but Non-linear 

Frustration” — the first bite of the fruit is rich and juicy, but pretty soon 
you have to suck really hard and still get almost nothing  
 (quote from Keh-Yi Su, Taiwan) 



Closing the circle: from tables to theory 

•  Traditional NLP doesn’t really work so well for many 
applications, but allows you to theorize  

•  Statistical approaches tell you how to do it but not why it 
works this way (exception: feature experiments) 

•  Table lookup tells you nothing except the answer, but  
beats everyone in speed and (probably) quality  

•  Before calculators, people used log and trigonometry 
tables to avoid the hard computations at ‘run-time’  

•  There was a lot of theory behind the tables  
•  Can we induce theory behind the ‘NLP tables’?   

–  MT: maybe not?  Only to compress better?  
–  QA/IE facts: maybe not?  Just a bit from KR/ontologies? 



Who chooses what? 

•  Why am I doing what I am doing?  
–  Insight/understanding vs operation/results 
– Precise models (theory) and Accurate 

models (performance)  

•  The Four-color Map Theorem, and 
Brouwer and the Intuitionists: 
Mathematics in Amsterdam in the 1920s 



Frameworks  

Is there a fourth way?   
…yes of course; you can always go meta   
 
Build a framework to integrate/compare other work:  

–  Application performance competitions: TREC + MUC 
+ TAC + CLEF + NTCIR + SemEval + … etc. (Harman 
and Voorhees et al., 1991–)  

–  Application integration architectures: GATE 
(Cunningham 2000), MITRE MITAP (Hirschman et al. 
2003), and others 

–  Meta-evaluation: ISLE-FEMTI for MT (Hovy et al. 
2004); ORANGE for MT and summarization (Lin and 
Och 2004)  



A fruitful cycle  

•  Each one influences the others 
•  Different people like different work  

Analysis, 
theorizing, 
annotation 

Machine 
learning of 

transformations 

Storage in 
large tables, 
optimization 

annotated 
corpus 

automated 
creation 
method 

problems: low 
performance 

evaluation 

Linguists, 
psycholinguists, 
cognitive linguists… 

Current NLP 
researchers 

NLP companies 



Toward a theory of NLP? 

•  Basic tenets:  
1. NLP is notation transformation  
2. There exists a natural and optimal set of transformation steps, each 

involving a dedicated and distinct representation  
•  Problem: syntax-semantics and semantics-pragmatics interfaces  

3. Each rep. is based on a suitable (family of) theories in linguistics, 
philosophy, rhetorics, social interaction studies, etc.  

•  Problem: which theory/ies? Why?   
4. Except for a few circumscribed phenomena (morphology, number 

expressions, etc.), the phenomena being represented are too 
complex and interrelated for human-built rules to handle them well  

•  Puzzle: but they can (usually) be annotated in corpora: why?  
5. A set of machine learning algorithms and a set of features can be 

used to learn the transformations from suitably annotated corpora  
•  Problem: which algorithms and features? Why?  

•  Observation: We (almost) completely lack the theoretical framework 
to describe and measure the informational content and complexity of 
the representation levels we use — a challenge for the future   



The face of NLP tomorrow  

Three (and a half) trends— 
The near future of NLP:   

1.  Machine learning transformations 
2.  Analysis and corpus construction  
3.  Table construction and use 
4.  Ensemble frameworks  

  Who are you???  



Thank you 


